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With the violence encountered on the school today Guidance Counselor have a crucial role in the school today. Despite the of the outnumbered number of license Guidance Counselor the Department of Education must still strengthen the role of Guidance in School.

The guidance service provides the direction in the education of the learners by means of acquainting them on the right outlook and perspective in their respective studies. Upon the entrance in the school, the guidance personnel provide the orientation and assistance to the students regarding the rules and regulations, the do’s and don’ts and a lot of essential information regarding the school. With these, they will be well-guided in the things they have to do and what they need to follow.

The guidance office provides insights for the students to consider in dealing with the pressing situations in the school and in their respective homes. We must know that technology of today is the greatest enemy of our student. Helping and guiding them to deal with different problems and sharing with them the solution that can be fruitful and meaningful to the students. Teaching them how to be strong, flexible and resilient of today’s life’s challenges could help them boost their morale and may guide them in problem solving and decision-making.

The guidance office, in cooperation with the teachers and parents must help create good character, behaviors and discipline among the students. The guidance office launches different activities like symposium and seminars which help instill good character, behaviors and discipline to all students. Furthermore, various worthwhile
activities and outreach programs contribute to the improvement of the students’ personalities.

As part of a department in the school that maintains order, the guidance personnel motivate the learners in applying peace and harmony among the people in the school. Being an adviser of good conduct and behavior, the guidance counselor leads the learners to establish harmonious relationship with fellow people. It is one of the advocacies of the guidance counselor to produce people who are always in good terms with others.

The guidance office conducts thorough orientation on the career, courses and prospective job that students should consider in their lives. The Grade 10 and Grade 12 students in particular are given much attention in this respect. The students are given preview of the activities, challenges and possible progress in taking a particular course and a specific job. In this way, the students are being well-guided to choose the right courses in college.

Through the guidance office, the teachers and students are being directed on the most revered way of dealing with each other. The guidance office may remind on the proper treatment and compassion to be endowed on the learners most especially those who have problems and cannot mingle well with others.

The guidance office is not only concentrated on school concerns but also on helping the learners establish goodwill with the people in the community. Since after school the students will have to deal with the real world with people from all walks of life, it is just right that guidance should prepare them in interacting with people.

Guidance is indeed significant to the school and it is beneficial to both teachers, students and also parents. As for me having a strong and dedicated Guidance Counselor will help the organization to have a good student...
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